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An ~n-line graphie displa~ faei11t~ has been emplo~ed for the
determination )f the ph~non frequenc~ speetrum from ine1astie
c)herent or incoherent scattering data of pol~cr~stalline
s~mples. One of the present interaetive graphie programs 1s based
on ~gelstaff's mathod a1lowing to analyze the experimentall~
observed seattering law S(a,ß). An Interactive version of the
LEAP computer code 1s used to improve the frequene~ spectrum
iteratively. A secon1 program is described which may be applied
to anal~ze the inelastic coherent scattering data from polycrys-
talline sampies usin~ Bredov's method of averaging. Correetions
f)r multi-phonon eontributions are calculated, using the eonven-
tional phonon expansion in the incoherent approximation. A
detailed description of the program operations Is yiven. The
proJrams are writtan in FJRTHAN IV and use an IBM/2250-1 graphie
display unit.
NlUS avons intrljuit des methodes interactives graphiques pour
d~terminer 18 dens!t' 1"tats des phonons obtenue des speetres de
teDps da vol de neutrons diffus~s in'lastiquement par des 'chan-
tl110ns polycristallins. Dans le cas de diffusion dominante inco-
h~rente le programme rapporti premier~ment ut11ise 1a m'thode
d'axtrapolat1on propos'e par Egelstaff pour anal~ser des donn'es
de la loi de diffusion S(a,ß). Une version modifiee du programme
LSAP est utilisee pour arriver ä une solution prouvee apres des
extrapolations reiterees. Dans le cas de aiffusion conerente un
deuKiime prograRme applique 1a methode de Bredov. La contribution
da la diffusi~n par des phonons multiples est traitee dans
}'approximation incoherente. Nous presentons une description
detail1'e du 1ial~gue entre l'ordinateur et l·utilisateur. Les





es ~ird die An_endung ein~s Computer-Displa~ S~stems zur rlestim-
munJ des Phononanfrequenzspektrums aus Messdaten der kohaerenten
oder inkohaerenten inelastischen streuung von Neutronen an poly-
kristallinen Pr~ben beschrieben. Ausgehend von dem experimentell
ermittelten streugasetz S(a,ß) wird ein interaktives graphisches
ProJram~ zur Bestimmung der Phononenfrequenzverteilung nach der
Egelstaff'schen Extrapolationsmethode beschrieben. Zur iterativen
Verbesserung jas frequenzspektrums wird eine interaktive Version
des Programms LE:A.P ver_endet. Die zweite beschriebene i-lethcde
beruht auf der Analsse der kohaerenten inelastischen Streudaten
pol~kristalliner Proben mit Hilfe des Bredov'schen Mittelungs-
verfahrens. Vielphononenkorrekturen werden in inkohaerenter
Naenerung beruecksichtlgt. Der Dialog zwischen dem Benutzer und
den Rechner wird ausfuehrlich dargestellt. Die PrograUll1le sind i.n
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The inelastic s:~ttari~J of slow neutrons b~ condensed matter is
a useful tool to provide detailed information about the lattlce
d~namicg of 301i1s such as the vibrational frequenc~ spectrum,
the phonon dispersion curves and the polarization veetors, b~
anal~sing ineoherent or coherent scattering. In order to caleu-
late the frequenc~ 3pectrum from experimental data on pol~cr~s­
tals, some aspects of an investigation of coherent and ineoherent
scattering are outline1 first.
Information about the phonon dispersion relations and polariza-
tion vectors has been obtained from measurements of inelastic
coherent neutron cross sections of single cr~stal sampies. From
these dispersion relations one ean, in principle, aeduee the
fr~quenc~ distribution b~ use of the sampling method, if (1) a
th~oretical rno1el of the lattice vibrations is available, and
(ii) the dispersion eurves are measured for a suffieientl~ large
number of dirzctions in the erystal. Establish1ng the frequency
spectrum from experimental dispersion relations, in general,
re1uires very eompllcated measurements and laborious caleula-
tions. Additionally, there are man~ cases where no single crys-
tals are available or the single cr~stals are not large enough to
yield reasonable counting rates.
un the other hand, the frequency spectrum can be directl~ ob-
tained for cubi~ cr~stals from completel~ incoherent scattering.
Unf~rtunately, these direct measurements can only be made on few
solids because in most cases the basic contribution to seattering
Is d~e to coherant scatterlng and no isolation of the incoherent
c~n)onent is possible by preparing the targets or bj developing
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special methods of measurement and anal~sis of scattering data,
as mentioned below.
Since for a number of problems arising in solid state pn~sic3,
only ~nowledge of the frequency spectrum of the normal mode3 or
tha positions of its singular points is of lnterest, one can
av~id the diffi~ultie3 indicated by determination of the fre-
quancy distribution from inelastic scattering experiments on
polycrystals, which are not completely incoherent scatterers and
for which coherent scattering predominates, respectivel~. The
fre~uency distribution can, generally, be calculated from experi-
mental data on i~elastic coherent one-phonon scattering, If the
measurements are performed over quite a wide range of rnomentum
transfers where inc~herent approximation is valid, 30 that an
extrapolation ~f the scattering law data of S(a,ß)/a will be
applied, using ~Q~!~i~[f~~_~~1hQ4 /1/. Ii this region of momentum
transfers is n~t reached in the experiment, the frequency
spectrum can ba deducad from inelastic coherent scattering data
of polycrystalline sampies, using ~~~4Qy~~__ methQ4 /2/. Ey
averaging over a sufficiently large region of the momentum
transfers and polarization vectors the frequency distribution is
then, under certain experimental conditions, directly related to
the (average) coherent one-phonon cross section.
The measurements are c~nvenientl~ carried out in Tuf-spectrome-
ters to deternine the energ~ distributions of the scattered
neutrons for a saries of different scattering angles. The
analysis cf the time-of-flight data and conversion to the
scattering la~ is easil~ achieved, uslng the TIFLIS code /19/.
However, the ~mount of data produced Is quite considerable dnd
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could be extremal~ cumbersome, also requlring complicated and
laborious calculations, unless a rapid and effieient method of
analysis i9 used. Aecordingly, there Is a eontinuing interest in
the development of on-line interactive graphie computer programs
which provide an immediate and interactive access to the data. In
seetions 3, 4 of this report two interactive graphie computer
are described, whieh are based on the methods mentloned
above. They ser~a for the direet determination of the frequeney
spectrum by analysis of coherent inelastic scattering /3/ and
incoherent (predominantly incoherent) inelastic scattering /4/,
respeetively, and have baen used extensively at our Institute for
sone years. Tne problem is to investigate how some experimental
unc~rtainties, oackground, multiple scattering or multi-phonon
eontributions are reflected in the calculated frequency distri-
button. Evidentl~, compared to the eonventional bateh processing
methods the prasentation on the screen of the computed results
and the interactive contral of the evaluation steps enable the
user to arriva at a most aceeptable solution by observing the
changes in various parameters of the physical system and,
therefore, to avoid as much dS possibie an inadequate anal~sis of
the seattering data. On ths other hand, the implementation cf
these facilities ean also playa contributory role in tne experi-
mental planning of inelastie seattering experiments, because the
tine for solving particular problems has been eonsiderably re-
duced.
To process the graphlcal information, an IBM/22SG-l displa~ unit
19 used. The programs are ~ritten in fORTRAN IV and use the
~raphic subroutine Package (GSP) of IBM/51. More details about
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the features ~f the jispla~ unit are given in /6/. Ho~ever, the
user should be familiar ~lth the cursor, light pen and keyboard
features of the d1spla~ unit, which are provided and allow the
user to communi=ate with the proyram during execution. A simple
ealling procedur~ has been written to facilitate the using of the
pro~rams in one session. The user ma~ easily select the prograrr
which 1s most suitable for anal~s1ng his data. A description of
the calling s~quenee 1s yiven in section 5. In section 6 seme
remarks are given on the current computer implementation of the
interaetive graphie computer codes.
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The interaction of a slow neutron with the crMstal lattice ean
c~nvenientlw be described bW processes lnvolving the creatlcn er
annihilation of one or more phonons. In the harmonie approxima-
ti~n the lattiea vibrations can alwa~s be considered to ~ive a
non-interaeting phonon system. Therefore, the scattering cross
se:tion may b~ represented b~ a superposition of the cross
sections of the different phonon processes, the so-called phonon
expansion of the differential seatterlng cross section. Ir one
calculates the estirnates of the relative probabilities of phonon
processes, for example one-phonon and two-phonon ineoherent
pr~:esses (in the Deb~e approximation), it can be demonstrated
/7/ that for mojerate specimen temperatures and low ineident
neutron energies the main eontribution to inelastie seattering ls
due to one-phon~n seattering.
ror multi-phonon processes, eoherent as weIl as incoherent, the
relation b~twee~ neutr~n scattering and dynamlc properties of the
crystal is mueh more c~mpiicated. However, in the anal~9is of
inelastic scaitering experiments high-order processes may often
be consldered as background scattering. Multi-phonon scattering
tenjg to be a s~~othl~ var~in~ function of the incident energy
and gcattering angle, and to oe ver~ similar to Gaussian
functions, s~ that the more intersstlng part of the seatteriny
~rocess can be isolated. Therefore, It should be possible to
deduee the multi-phonon terms without detailed information about
ihs crystal properties by gi~~~i_~m~~i~~1__~2ill~ut~iiQn. Aecor-
dinJly, the convsntional multi-phonon expansion will be applied
to correct ths differential cross section in the ineoherent
approximation.
6
Note that higher-order processes become more and
~ore significant with increasing incident neutron energ~ or
increasing temparatures. Multi-phonon processes in slow neutron
scattering dre discussed in more detail in /8/.
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T~ anal~ze tha experimental data on inelastic incoherent
gc~ttering froM pol~cr~stalg, an approach based on the scattering
law will be described. This method was originall~ introdueed tw
Egalstaff for investigation of the d~namics of liquids. Sinee fer
a liquid phon~ns are not so weil defined as in the solid state,
it Is cenvenient t~ usa the basic correlation functions so that
in a more ~eneral wa~ tne differential cross section can be
expressed in terms of tne self-correlation functions cf van
Hove/9/, i.e. the van Haue correlation functlon formalism i5 used
to establish a direct relationship between the differential
scattering cross secti~n and the symmetrized scattering law cf
the target and the space-time correlation functions, respecti-
valw- Ths scattering law depends onl~ on the properties of the
scatterer and d~scribes the structure and the dynamical behavieur
of many particle systems, such as simple liqulds, molecular
systems or 501119_ An important quantity Is the generalized
fre~uency distribution p(ß) which Is closely related to the
physical nature of the s~stem and whlch can be directly deduced
fron experimental data on neutron inelastic scattering. The
incoherent approximati~n 15 always used in the analysis_ It will
be briefly outlined in the next sectlon that it i9 sufficient
within the framework of the Gaus5ian approximatio la/ to find
the limit of ~(~,ß)lx for a fixed ß and different values of a,
extrapolated to zero a, where ~ and ß are related to the momentum
and energy transfers of the neutron, respe tivel~, to give the
frequency 3p~ctrun p(~).
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In the third part of this section a
detai led description will be given of the modes of interaction
bet.een the computer and tne user.
Jn the basis of van Hove's formalism the intermediate scattering
function f(a,!), .hich i5 the space transform of the self-corre-
lation function G(t,t), can be written for monatomic s~stems as
an exponential 1111 :
f(.x,t) = exp [ [ (-aj" Vi (t)n.... h j
where the functions w"Ct) are related to the velocity-velocity
correlatlon functions. The first term in the series Jives the
Gausslan approxination mentioned above. Using this approximation
it is possible to evaluate exactly incoherent scattering for a
perfect (monato~ic) gas, a diffusing atom, and a harmonie
05cll1ator. In liquids, on the other hand, the interpretation of
scattering requires more or less drastic approximations to abtain
sinple expressions for the cross section for scattering with
energy and momantum transfers. Although this approximation i5 not
in general valid for ver~ large values of a, one can expect the
corrections to oe very swall if anharmonic effects are not tao
On the other hand, the Gaussian approximation is better
for small a, because the first non-Gaussian term which can te
sim~ly derived from the above expression i9 of tre order of a 2 •
In ~ractice, aS9~ming a Gaussian for the intermediate scattering
function applicable to any scattering s~stem , one should obtain
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a good first approximation.
The scatterinH lalol 5,(1l,ß) 15 the fourier transform of the
mediate scattering function f(ll,t), hence with W(t)=Wl(t)
'.
~( (l t ß) = (2 JI' ) - I. fex p [ - II w( t) + ißt J d t-.
inter-
IoIh~re t 1s a diuensionle5s time variable and 1s measured in units
of h/kT. The dimension1ess quantities a and ß are related to the
squ~red momentun transfer Q2 and the energy transfer fiw cf the







~ is the rnas~ of the atom, T 1s the temperature of the s~stem.
The conllentiona1 phonon expansion can be obtained from the
expression above for SJll,ß) by first 1501at1n9 the Debye-waller
factor and then expanding in powers of ll. The function w(t) 1s
proDortional t~ the maan square displacement of the atom after
the time t and DW an analytical expression it i5 directl~ related
to the required p(ß). In pract1ce, the scattering law can te
measured over a limite1 range of energ~ and momentum transfers in
one experiment on1v· Then the determination of w(t) frem the
measured data leads to the mathematlcal difficult~ of carr~ing
out accuratelJ the fourier transform. 10 avoid these uncertaln-
ties Egelstaff's methoj of extrapolation 1s used. without the
Fourier transforn the Jeneralized frequency distribution p(~) can
ba obtained from the e~pression above Cor the scattering law
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S(x,ß) ir one integrates twiee by parts and divides by ~. for the
limit a • 0 one gets
p ( ß) = 13 2 1 i m (l - 1 SI- (I , ß )
a.O
The so defined function pep) Is in the ease of a harmonie solid
diract1y re1ated to the phonon densit~ of states p{ß) by
sinh( 13/2)
9( ß) = 2 p( ß)
On the other hand, having obtained pCß) experimentally, one Cdn
re ca 1eu 1a t e t he s c a t t e r i n 9 1 a w SJ, a, ß) i n t he ha r mo nie a pp r 0 x i ma-
tion from w(t) for all values of a and ß whieh involves simple
int~Jrals of ab~ut p(p) only. Using the methods proposed b~
Egelstaff and Schofield/13/ a modified version of th6 LEAP
c~da/12/ Is inc~rporated in the interactive program so that a
nor~ aecurate Jeneralized frequeney distribution ean be obtained
when a method of suceessive approximations Is applled by CC/T.-
parison of the :aleulated re3ults with the experimental data.
As already mentioned earlier, the extrapolation ean be made when,
in favorable cases, scattering may be treated by the ineoherent
approximation evan if there Is a large eoherent eomponent in
scattering. Coherent scattering i3 Important tor small values cf
(I and ß and decreases rapldly when (I inereases and beeomes largl:::
compared to tha inverse square of the interatomic distances. The
sa~e result holds in general tor large values of ß. Thus, the
fre~uenc~ distribution ean be determlned quite aeeuratel~ , if Q
is still small enough, so that 1n S~ II , ß ) / Cl rem a ins a linear
fun:tion in ~.
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However, the main problem arlses from the fact
that Cor large nomentum transfers, where the incoherent approxi-
mation should be valid, multi-phonon contributlons must be care-
full~ taken into account. Moreover, in the interpretation of the
experimental sc~tterlng data the method described here offers the
advantage that the graphical representation of the data cn the
scraen allows the user to observe Immediately how the rise cf
dat~ ror small x i3 affected by increased coherent contributions,
by an imperfect prinary or 3econdary energy resolution cf the
e~perimental equipment, or by multiple scattering effects, if
sona are suggested at all. In addition, due to the pcorer resolu-
tion for large ß, care must be taken to obtain improved data in
the high-frequency range.
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Thls section describes the use of the interactive graphie compu-
ter program PB~TA250 allowing to evaluate the frequency spectrurn
fro~ experimental scattering law ddta, as has bean mentioned
previously. Before discussing the program operation in detail,
the basic facilities provided should be briefly indicated. first,
to get a rough estimation of the frequency spectrum, the experi-
mental data are extrapolated by fitting these data to a straight
line. By stepwisa variation of the I1ne parameters b~ functicn
key attentions a better match of the straight line to the e~peri­
mental data should be acnieved. Second, an improved frequency
spactrum may be established using the LEAP code. Each calculaticn
1s associated with a succeeding extrapolation which can be per-
formed in different ways. After an extrapolation run has been
completed, the rasulting frequency spectrum can be examined b~
its correction at several points, as will be explained later.
Wlth respect to the evaluation steps the user 1s able, at various
points during processing, to direct the mode of operation by a
ch~ice of sevaral options; one of them must be selected by a
light pen detect, or by entering particular information to be
supplied in response to a displayed request from the alphameric
ke~board. A surva~ of the function Ke~s used here 15 glven in
Table 1. Several messages inform the 2250 user about the next
action taken by the program. Thus, the experimenter i5 prcvided
with the means that place hirn inside the processing loop by
givlng hirn a Iconversational' mode of operation.

























YES f~r questions or continue processing
Corre:tion of the extrapolation b~ moving ths line
No correction of the displal/ed line
Take the old frequencl/ value
Hepeat the extrapolation with an another normalization
Paralle..l displacement of the line in upllo/ard direction
Par a 11 el di spl acement of the line in dOllo/nward direction
Kellboard entry of the shift increment, i f desired
Increase shirt incrernent by factor 2
Decra3.se shift i ne rernen t by factor 2
Clock_ise rotation of the straight line
Anti-:loekwise rotation of the straight line
Kel/board entrl/ of the inerement for rotation steps
Inerease rotation increment
Decre~se rotation increment
Displ~\/ of the frequenc~ speetrum extrapolated before
Equivalent to the iND ke~ for kel/board input
EXIT or end of program
-----------------------------------------------------------------
... Notiee that these ke~s are not alwdl/s active though tne lights
are switched ~n. Ta use these kells eorreetly, ths user is
referred to the description given below.
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bel~w In section 5. After selectlon a titie frame identif~ing the
procedure is di9pla~ed. The user Is requested to select the input
mode of the scattering law data (Fig.1).
flg. 1: Title trame and selection of input mode of S~~,ß)/~
The user must now identif~ his data set to be evaluated b~
entering the first name in the qualified data set name frem the
keyboard. After completlng the user must perform the END function
wlth depressing cf key 28 or the END key on the keyboard. Through
it, the user indicates, in ever~ input request, that he has
finished entering information. This name is then used by a
special program to Ioeate the data set and make It available for
processing. If the data set cannot be found on a specifie volume,
the user ma~ reenter a new name or cancel the run by depressing
key 30 resultinJ in areturn to the calling program:
DA TA SET TOf.IAK352 NOT fOUND
ENTSR NEW NAME JR CANCEL
DATA NAME
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If AO errors have been datected, a title now appears on the
screen. The curs~r indicates that the user ma~ accomplish, If
desired, the title with an~ information identif~ing his prcblem.
During the input operation the message READ INPUT 5PECTRA 15
displa~ed on tha lower part of the screen. The input whose for-
matting must be identical to that of the TlfLIS program/19/ ma~
contain elther the scattering law data arranged for several ß
values and aseries of a values or the scattering law data for
aach detector. In the latter case the user Is requested to enter
the one-phonon limit and the energ~ 1nterval from the Ke~board.
Thase data are used to calculate the approprlate ß-mesh for the
sort program ~hich Is then called to Interpolate the scattering
la~ for constant energ~ transfer. However, a sufficient range of
enargW transfers should be given in the input data set allowing
the user to evaluate his data tor energ~ gain or energ~ loss, it
desired. It is to be emphasized that this facilit~ provided
additional1~ 1s • time-consuming process. The response time to
this operation ma~ amount to 5 mlnutes or more. with respect to
the LEAP code tae ß values must be positive, equall~ spaced, and
arr~nged In a decreasin~ order. The maximum number cf the
~-values is li~ited to 50, whereas the energ~ scale may ccnsist
of up to 80 ß-values. rhus, the data must be rearranged to be
retrieved as theW are needed tor an evaluation of the data ob-
tained from spectra either for energy galn or energy loss. Hence,
a subprogram is Included to establish properly the relaticnshif
bet~een the experimental date and the recalculated data using a
diract addressing technique before passing to the LEAP code or
returning to the user. After the input operation has been ccm-
pleted,
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the message above Is removed from the sereen. At this
point, before starting the extrapolation loop, the user must
declde whether a hard cop~ plot of the experimental scattering
law data together with the 'fltted' extrapolation line 15
requlred or n3t. Ir yes, a plot title will be expected to be
entered from the alphameric keyboard. The beginning of the
textual inforDation 15 indicated by the injtiall~ positioned
cursor, the len~th of the text Is limited by a displayed asterisk
at the right of this 11ne where the incldent energ~ of the
neutrons and the temperature of the evaluated sample are dis-
played simultanaously. Typing errors can be easil~ corrected by
repositioning the cursor using the BACKSPACE key and ret~ping the
new character.
fig. 2: The display shows an extrapolation for one ß
When displayinJ the scattering law data for the first ß, the
message RANGE Of EXTRAPOLATION indicates that two points are to
be selected by light pen deteets to perform a first extrapcla-
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tion. In this case and also in man~ other situations, the
supplemental nessage (HY) LIGHT PEN DErLeI 1s displa~ed cn the
screen to help the user to answer the request. In the fo11owing
pr~cessing the sl~pe determined initial1~ of the strai~ht line
will be taken as constant as long as possible, because the slope
of the line Is a sensitive parameter in the interpretation of
data /14/. After the selection of the end points of the interval
has been compl!ted, the program asks the user whether the pcints
are determlned accuratel~ or not. B~ answering RANGE OK. and
depression of keW 1 the region can be chosen again. Depression of
key 2 results in the displa~ of the extrapclation 11ne whose
parameters are caleulated bW a least-squares methode In all ether
cases, CURVE THROUGH PJINT mentions that a referenee point must
be jetermined through which the 1ine will then be drawn. However,
the parameters of the straight line may be changed b~ answering
DISPLACEMENT _tth depressing ke~ 4 (fig.2). To obtain a
reasonable good 'fit' of the 1ine drawn to the experimental data,
the user ma~ ~ove the straight 11ne over the sereen in suitable
constant steps, usioJ the function keys given in rable 1. Using
key 5 or key 2 does not result in eorrections and gives rise tc
the calculation ~f the required frequene~ value and the displö~
of the scattering law data for the next ß, and so on.
When all extrapolations have been completed, the frequenc~
spectrum ~(ß) will be displayed on the screen (fig.~). In the
lower part of the screen the message CORHECTIUN ur HHU(BETA)
indicates that the frequenc~ spectrum ean be inspected by testiny
several extrapolations with light pen deteets on an~ point which
i5 verified b~ the display of an 'X' symbol at this loeation.
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Dapresslng kew 2 results in the display of the experimental
scattering la~ data together with the extrapolation line so that
an examination of the appropriate extrapolation ~ill be possible.
flg. 3: frequencW speetrum g(ß) whieh may be examined
On the other hand, using key 7 enables the user to eorreet the
frequeney speetrum direetl~ without being foreed to repeat
completely the ~xtrapolation for the distinet ß. To do this, the
new point must be seleeted on a vertleal line whieh is displayed
at thls position Dy relating the eorrelation value of the 11ne
element deteeted to the number of the sealed segments of the
vertieal line. This proeedure ean be repeated as often as desired
because the request SELECT NEW PUINT is automatieally reealled.
The eorreetlon loop can be terminated when this request is
ans~ered by depressi~g key 1. At this point~ the frequency
spectrum will be put out aa a printer plot and in a t6bular form.
Additionally, a card output or a hard eopy plot can be produeed
by pointlng eilher at the PUNCH or PLOT option. If no such output
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Is needed, depressing key 2 removes the frequenc~ spectrum frem
the sereen and continues proeessing.
If no further reflnement of the first estimatlon of the frequency
spectrum will be required, the END option eauses areturn to the
eal1ing procedure. After touehing RESTART with the light pen, the
user may repeat the same loop aga!n. Otherwlse, a light pen
detect on CONTINUE means that the extrapolation will now be
performed using the recalculated data with a sllghtly modifled
version cf tha LEAP code. A list of self-explanatory option
messages displayed simultaneously allows the user to direct the
input to the LeAP program by touching one or more of the
information req~ests with the light pen in any order. The end of
a selection must be signaled by depression of key 2 or through
touchlng any portion of the last line of Fig.4.
flg. 4: Input to the LEAP code by selection of options
Next, the user Is requested to type in from the alphameric
keyboard the PNORM normalizatlon constant of the frequeney
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spectrum and tha number of MAXT phonon terms used in the




are displayed one after the other. The manner b~ which LEAP
reproduces the scattering law is not dascribed here. For further
details see Ref./13/. When recalculation of the scattering law is
completed, the program returns to a slmilar extrapolation loop as
dascribed above. To facilitate the extrapolation using the model
ealculation, the user has three possibi 1lties; one of whieh Is to
be chosen by 111ht pen deteets or b~ depre9sing key 2 (Fig.5).
Fig. 5: The user 19 requested to seleet the extrapolation mode
first, a direct determination of the extrapolated frequene~ value
on the y axis is passlble in response to the requests POINT ON
Y-~XISt CURVE fHROUGH POINT and the repeated request POINT ON
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Y-AKIS. 8n the other hand, ir the recalculated data are linear
en~ugh for large~, after toucning fIT fROM REGluN, the user i9
re~uested to entar via light pen detects the region he wants to
usa in fitting of the 1ata to a straight line. The range selected
can be redefined after depressing ke~ 1, if necessar~. Third, If
all data show a sufficientl~ good linear behaviour, depressing
ke~ 2 causes a fit through all experimental points. Note that the
slope of tne fitted curve ma~f in this case, strongl~ differ frem
that of the input data, even Ir only few points are outside the
statistics so tnat the last feature does not seem to be ver~
suitable to arrive at an acceptable extrapolation. During the
DISPLACSMENT phase onl~ the constant parameter of the strai~ht
11n~ mav be ~ltered, i.e. the computed slope will be taken as
constant.
If the proces9 alread~ converges quite weIl for distinct values
of ß, depressing keV 6 enables the user to accept the value cf
the frequency spectrum extrapolated berore without changing. In
order to repeat tne same calculation wlth another normalization,
one must depress ke~ 1.
At the end of this extrapolation run the user ma~ examine the
frequency spectrum in the same wa~ as described above. Mureover,
depressing ke~ 22 allows the user to inspect the previously
extrapolated frequenc~ spectrum at the same time. This displa~
must be removed from the screen b~ a second depression of the
sama lunction ke~. Ir a correction of the frequency spectrum at
several points is needed, the curve originall~ computed b y LEAP
will be sho~n so that the whole extrapolation must be repeated
ror these points.
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Ir no such correctfons are desired, the user ma~ use the options,
which are dfspla~ed on the lower part of the screen(Fig.6), to
choose the next program action. The run may be canceled by
touching the END option with the light pen. At this point, the
NEXTDD option also allows the user to defins another data set he
wants to procass, ir desired. In order to repeat the
extrapolation run with the same data set, the user must seleet
the RESTART option .ith the light pen. On the other hand, to
improve the frequency spectrum, the extrapolation loop can in
turn be continued using the CUNTINUE option.
fig. 6: frequenc~ spectrum with pro gram options
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In a wide range of s~lid crystals coherent inelastic scattering
of slow neutrons on single-cr~stal sampies is used to determine
the dispersion relations w:w;(g) ( for a wave vector g and the
jth branch or p~larization index of the normal mode) by measuring
the angular and energy distributions of the seattered neutrons
witn respect to the orientation of the er~stal. Evidentl~, the
frequenc~ distribution of the normal modes ma~ be directly
deduced from the experimental dispersion curves using the
sampling methoj, but this procedure requires the measurement of
the dispersion relations for a large number of phonon wave-vector
directions. Therefore, the dispersion relations, which are
measured for a few number of hiyhl~ s~mmetric directions in the
reciprocal lattice only, are eonvenientl~ anal~zed in terms of a
suitable model of (harmonie) lattice d~narnics b~ fitting the
model parameters to the experimental data. for example, the
dispersion cur~es are used to verify the Born-von Karman model
using a nearest-neighbour approximation for the aton-atem
interaction. The frequencies are then obtained b~ diagonalizing
the dynamical Datrix. In order to determine the over-all
frequency distribution b~ reasonable good sampling, a large
number of matrix diagonalizations must be performed in the
irraducible part of tha Brillouin zone for as manW independent
wave vectors as possible. Moreover, the interpolation of the
correct frequencies in the off-symmetry directions dep~nds on the
validitw of the theoretical model to describe the dWnamical
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properties of the crystal. Another way of calculating the
frequency distribution is th€ 'extrapolation method' introduced
by Gil a t and Dollln~/l~j. This method offers the advanta~e that
the number of dia~onalizations can be significantl~ reduced, alse
less computing even in cases where there 1Sre1uiring




Altnouyh the resolution in
frequency Is renarkabl~ improved, care must be taken to consider
possible degeneracies in the eiyenfrequencies. However, if no
sin~le crystals of toe matter being studied are available, the
determination )f the dispersion relations from measurements cf
the coherent scattering of po!~crystalline sampies will be härdl~
succassful, as tne measured distribution represents an average
over distributions of the neutrons scattered on a large numter cf
3InJle-cr~stal drains. Then the coherent peaKS overlap each ether
and are broadened so that it should be possible to determine with
a sufficientl y good accurac~ the: di spe:l"sion relations fe r
distinct values of the wave: vectur. ~an~ imprevements hav€ been
made on the sampling method, but investigations showeJ that
unc~rtainti~s in the fit of model parameters to the experimental
data may lead t~ appreciable errors in the frequency 3pectru~,
i.~. the position, size and shape of the peaks In the fre4uenc~
1istribution d~pend sensibl~ upon the lattice model emplu~ed. Fer
this reason and from the point of view of a rapid and effieient
dat3 analysis, Bredov's method of analyzing the 1nelastic
c~herent scattering cr~ss section from polycrystallin~ sampies,
which correspords to än 1 experImental sampl ing l , has lJec::n found
to Je a suitable procedure/16j.
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It is weIl kno.n that the energ~ distributions measured on ~
pol~cr~stalline sampie in an ordinary TUf-experiment contains but
partial information about the frequencles of the lattice
vibrations, If inelastic scatterlng is completely governed b~
coharent effects. To obtain the complete frequency spectruro,
inelastic scattering experiments must be performed in these cases
under distinct experimental conditlons impl»lng averaging of the
coherent one-ph~non scattering cross sectlon over a sufficientl~
lar~e region of momentum transfer, so that for an arbitrar~ ~dve
vector and any polarization tne measured distribution of the
neutrons scattered into a solid angle depends only on the energy
transfer. These conditions can be ensured, if the scattering
vectors fi1l al~ost unifor~ly and completel~ the Brillüuin zone.
A detailed Investigation of the validit» and applicability cf
thi3 method is given, for example, i~ /17/. istablishment of the
dir~ct relationship between the average one-phonon coherent cross
section and the fre~uenc~ spectrum requires some important
assumptions which will now be summarized. first, the Debye-~aller
factor for a given energ~ transfer is assumed In most cases to be
not much dependent on the momentum transfer. Second, the 'active'
sampling volume contributing to the average should be large
comoared to the volume of the Brillouin zone, I.e. the success of
this average pr~cess dapends strongl y on the uniform distribution
of the ends of scattering vectors inside a spherical re~ion which
is 1etermined bW the minimum and maximum scatteriny an~les given
in the experiment. Third, the average value of the inner product
bet~een the momentum transfer and the polarization vector, i.e.
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required in the eoher~nt one-phonon cross seeticn can
be replaced for a eubic cr~stal b~ Q2 /3 where Q2 has the saffe
maaning as in section 3.2. To obtain an estimation of the
fr~quenelJ spectrum, the so-called 'experimental' avera~ing
mentioned above can be realized in the experiment, using the
'inner' 01" 'outer' method 01' averaging. The interaetive proeedure
dascribed uses 'outer' averaging in which (or a fixed directian
~[ the incident neutrons the scattered neutrons are observed far
a set of equally spaced scattering angIes, i.e. the sum 1s taken
aver the TOF-spactra measured at different scatteriny anJIes and
wei]hted b~ the sine of the seatterlng angle. This reflects the
fact that the Q-steps are not equally spacad In the experiment.
Tha cOll1putational part 01' t he interactlve graphie program 1s
baseu on a comp~ter program written by Relchardt et dl./15/.
As already mentioned, the interactive graphie program MUFHG250
is, basieally, an outgrowth of the program MUPHUCUH, ari~in311lJ
written b~ Heichardt et al./18/. The manner b~ whieh the
derives th~ fraquenc~ spectrum from the experimental TOF-cata is
not described in detail here. It 1s sufficient to state tnat the
is versatile to allow for a variety of constraints to be
appl ied to the evaluation process. By inclusion of the Jraphical
reDresentation ~f the eomputed results the experimenter arrives
at d most aeeeptable solution when he observes the eonsequences
of changes in relevant variabLe parameters he wants to ddjust,
which are summarlzed below.
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1. Determinati~n of the range cf evaluation in the TOF-speetra.
2. Choice of taa range ol detectors tor integration
over the region of the scattering angles.
3. Correction for time-dependent background.
4. Correction for constant background.
5. Variation of the mass of the 3cattering system.
6. Two iterati3n methods can be used alternatively.
7. Variation of the upper limit of the frequency spectrum.
8. Correetion ror experimental resolution.
9. Iteration of the Debye-Waller faetor.
After initiation of the prograrn by a light pen detect on the
appropriate lins of the SELECT frame, a title Is displayed
(fig.7). There are two possibilities of svaluating ths TUf-data.
Tharefore,
input data.
this frame asks the user of which type are the given
fig. 7: Title frame and selection of TOf-data input mode
After seieetion the sereen goes blank and the prcgram begins
processing. Ir the deteetor speetra haue been saved by the TIFLIS
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program, the user 15 now requested to identify his data set b y
entering the data name from the keyboard.
DATA NAME
Ir the data set does not exist, the user Is tnen requested to
type in the name of another data set belng evaluatad or to eaneel
the session by depressing key 30.
On the other hand, Ir THE TUF-SUM ALREADY EX1S1S, the data must
be supplied from eards. For processlng more than one TOF-sum of
saverai sampie measurements the card sets may follow each other.
In botn cases, the session may be canceled uslng key 30, whereas
depressing key 2 starts proeesslng.
Depending on tha selected input mode, the data are read in from a
system deviee (tape or dlsk) or from cards as described below. 11
the detector spactra are given, the message RElD INPUT SPECTRI Is
displayed on the lo~er area of the sereen while the
time-of-flight data are transferred. Formatting of this input
must be identical to that of the TIFLIS program/19/. Lf the
TJf-data reside on eards, the user 15 first requested to define
the length of toe sum-spectrum by a light pen deteet on the
appropriate option message in the next trame. 1i ALL CHANNELS are
given, the number of channels must be entered from the alpharnerie
keyboard es Indleated by the cursor. In this case, a variation of
the range of ehanneis will be possible in order to adjust the sum
spectrum. A light pen dateet on FIXED REGION invokes the requests
of the FIRST CHANNEL and LAST CHANNEL. Then the message RElD
INPUT TOf-SUM appears on the sereen during input operation. Next,
soue experimental parameters are expeeted to be entered from the
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alphameric kevboard together with additional parameters for the
sum spectrum as specified from externat programs generating the
sum-spectrum.
After the input of the TUF-data has been completed, a list of
soma relevant experimental parameters will be dlsplayed (fig.8).
In the lower area ~f the sereen the cursor indieates that the
user is request!d to accomplish a tltle, identlf~ing the partieu-
lar run ~ith relevant details. The length of this additional
information Is also restrieted b» an asterlsk displa~ed to avoid
an over~rlting of the subsequent information In the same line.
Pig. 8: DlsplaW of experimental eonstants; a title Is requested.
The next frame (flg.9), which may be reealled as often as
necassarw durinJ an evaluation run, contains a cumulative list of
the variable parameters involved in the ealculation of the
multi-phonon contributions and the in averaging over the
rOf-data. As explained later, a choiee of a s»mbolie textual
element allows the user to change one or more of these parameters
he wants to adjust.
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To specify an initial choice cf the
parameters, the appropriate line will be displayed at the bottom
of the sereen, requesting tne user 10 enter the data frorn the
kevboard.
Fig. 9: Parameter frame during input request
Fig. 10: Progra~ options to be seleeted
The input values will then be displa~ed in a column al the right
of the actual parameter line. When ths list has been eornpleted,
depressing keV 1 enables the user to change an ineorrect value b~
a light pen deteet on the appropriate text as indicated b~ the
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heading information message LIGHT PEN DEIEer ON THE REQUIRED
ELEMENT. finally, key 2 must be depressed to proceed wlth the
evaluation. Next, the user Is requested to select some of the
program options with the light pen (fig.l0), If desired. The
number of iterations automatically performed is inltialized by 5
and can be altered after selection by subsequent read-in frem the
alphamerle keyb~ard; after the iterations have been processed,
the program stops and displays the frequency spectrum as
described belo~. The end of a choice must be signaled bV
depressing key 2.
fig. 11: Changing the weight of any detector
Ir the last option in fig.l0 has been selected, the user is now
able to change the welght of several detectors. After selection
of a line element representing the number of the detector, the
user is requested to enter the new value from the ke~board
(fig.l1) and aredisplay of this 'histogram' is initiated. Ta
termlnate this procedure and to cont!nue processing, the user
must depress tha function key 2. If the sum spectrum exists for
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all channels, t~e user ean now inspect tne wnole speetrum on the
sereen. Sealing ot tne vertleal axis is pertormed b~ depresslng
key 26 or key 21 to expand or contract vertlcally (suppression of
the elastle line). Tha request SELEGT END POINTS Of ENERGY RANGE
Indicates that two points must be touched with the light pen.
After seleetion the channel numbers and the related energy
transfers are displayed in tne lower area of the sereen (fig.12).
Ans~ering RANGE O.K. with ke~ 1, a new range ean be determlned.
After depressin~ key 2 an enlarged display of the seleeted range
oC the TOf-spactrum Is invoked. A hard copy plot of tne wnole
TOr-spectrum similar to tne aetual display will then be produeed
automatlcally.
flg. 12: TOf-spactrum with tne selected range of evaluation
The next stage of evaluation i5 ine correetion for the
background, time-dependent as weIl as constant. Ii no eorrection
whatsoever is desired processing continues by depressing key 2
and will be carried on with the resolution run, If seleeted
sarller, or tne iteration run. Otherwise, tne user is requested
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to select either of the options given below:
LIGHT PEN DETECr ON THE TYPE Gf BACKGROUND
TIME-DEPENDENT CONSTANT
In the ease of a tl~e-dependent background, a eorrectlon for the
constant background ls initiated automatically. However, cnly a
sh~rt descripti3n of this procedure will be given here.
Nevertheless, there are few operations whieh are applicable. The
data for the ti~e-dependent background must be supplied from
cards or can, in principle, be generated using the correction
option (key 19). The time factor can be entered from the ke~board
after depressinJ keV 21. Smoothing by polynomials ia included
optionally and will be processed after depressing key 20.
In many cases, the most important correctlon which must be
applied to the data ia the correction for conatant background.
fig. 13: Initial correction {or conatant background
During this correction a tltle 15 displayed on the top of the
scraen whlch 13 removed at the end of this procedure. A constant
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background can be defined initiall~ b~ a light pen detect on
elther of the options listed in the lower area of fig.lJ.
Ho~~ver, without dnswering one of the requests in fiy.12 the
constant background ma~ be directl~ determined b~ touching with
the light pen a representative point in the spectruOl. Then, a
lin~ Is drawn accorjing to the selection. Depressing key 1 causes
the removal of this line, indicating that the selection may be
rep~ated. 1t is not necessar~ to do this, because the initial
value can be changed by function key attentions as described
belJ~. Depressing ke~ 2 causes displa~ of the corrected
on the screen a3 a first estimation.
spectrum
At this point, the user has several function ke~ options at his
disposal, to adjust the correction for constant background.













End of correction, continue the evaluation run
Change the TJf-sum b~ parameter variation
Smoothing of the spectrum will be initiated
Enter the ke~board factor (initially specified b~ 10%)
Decrease constant background
Increase constant background
As sho~n in Table 2 repeated depression of Key 26 or key 27
increases or decreases by lO~ of the initial value the value of
the constant
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background and results In the redispla~ of the
corrected spectrum. Also an information ~essage Is issued which
contains the current value of the constant back~round.
Ho~ever, correction or 's~oothinJ' of the sp.ctrum ma~ sowetimes
be desirable. Thus, depressing key 15 invokes a displa~ of t.o
further options. first, b~ pointinJ at PUINTS, individual channel
contents can be replaced b~ new values after the selection of a
relevant point in response to LIGHT PEN DETECT CN PulNT. The ne~
val~e can be enterej b~ light pen selections as already described
earller. Since the request is repeated auto.aticall~, the user
must stop this l~op by depressing ke~ 1, when.ver desired. If, on
the other hand, the over-all display should be chanyed, the
selection of S~OUTHING BY LIN~ ELEMENTS invokes the r~quest of a
starting point where smoothing would begin. By indicating tre E~D
POINT Of NEW LINE ELEMENT on the vertlcal 11n. displa~ed at the
identified position, several I1ne ele.ents will be created to
represent the new curve. Depressing key 8 allows to the user
backward erasion, element by element, cf line elements just
ganerated. Since more than one channel usuall~ fall into a line
elenent, those channels are Interpolated 1lnearly. This loup must
also be terminated by depressing key 1.
In both cases, if no further corrections or graphical swoothing
are needed, depressing key 9 results in the termination of this
operation.
Th~ end of the data reduction run as described above must te
siJnaled by deprassiny ke~ 2. At the next stage of evaluaticn one
could attempt to correct the spectrum for experimental
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resolution, if the appropriate option had been deteeted earller.
To indieate this, the message CÜHRECTION fOR RESOLUTION will be
issued at the t~p of the sereen followed by arequest to tne user
to anter initial speeifications of the parameters whieh are
involved In tne resolution run. This is shown in ths lower part
of flg.14.
fAg. 14: Correction for experimental resolution
Further parameters which must be typed in are the number of
eonvolutions performed autornatically and ths number of smoothing
processes, ir desired. The last request invokes the input of the
range of ehannels belng smoothed. After the list has been
completed the corrected spectrum will be dlsplayed following the
number of eonvolutions defined above. In the lower area right of
tne sereen three options are displayed which enable ths user to
perform another iteration, CONTINUE, or to terminate tne
resolution run, END, If it was suecessful. The CANCeL option ean
be used to finish this eorrection, if the proeess does net
converge. Then, ths 00 resolution correeted spectrum is used In
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the subsequent evaluation process. Manj attempts can O~ made tc
arrive at a most acceptable result b~ changing one or mor~ of the
relevant parameters bj light pen detects on the appropriate
parameter lines. Then, the cursor appears in tRe entr~ area at
the right, indicating that a new value can be t~ped in frem the
ke~board. The CONTINUE option must be usea to signif~ the
completion of a parameter choice for a new run.
In cases where ~o correction for resolution would be applied to
the data, the next main task in program operation Is the
evaluation of the frequenc~ spectrum. Now, a first estimaticn cf
the frequenc~ spectrum is calculated from the corrected TOf-data
converted to the double differential cross section. In addition
to this, the Deb~e-~aller factor Is assumed to be small and then
ma~ be taken into account iterativel~. for the smallest energ~
transfers the values of the frequenc~ spectrum will be inserted
using the Deb~e approximation as extrapolated from the first
three points ~f the experimental distribution function. ~efore
starting the iteration loop, the user ls requested to oecide
whether the DlfF~R~NCE method or the QUOTIENT method 15 used to
examine how gooj the calculated fre4uenc~ spectrum
input distribution after a distinct number of
ffidtches the
iterations,
supposing the 5ane normalization. Upon subtracting the calculated
multi-phonon c~ntributions and normalizatlon in this ~ay, a
better guess of the frequenc~ spectrum Is obtaineJ. unce the
iteration loop has been completed, the frequency spectrum Is
dlsplayed on the screen. At this point, the user 1s faceJ ~ith a
choice ~f man~ opti~ns as shown in fig.lS. He may change, for
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example, one or more parameters related to the averaging prceess
of the TOf-data, change the parameters involved in the phonon
expansion, initiate a displa~ of numerical information, er
produce hard copW output of the frequene~ spectrum. The funations
of these options are explained in more detail in Table J. The
selsetion of one of the options invokes redisplay oi the
frequency spectrum after the program operation specified has been
completed. To decide whether the new run led to an improved
result, depressing ke~ 4 causes the frequency speatrum as
determlned with the prevlous set of parameters to be disFla~ed
simultaneously on the sereen. In the ease of a combined
evaluation of the ener~~ gain and enar~y loss spectra the energ~
galA spectrum will then be issued to allow direet comparison.
Fig. 15: Displaw of the frequeney spe~trum after 5 iterations.
The HASS option has been seleeted in order to cnange






At this point the user has the option to return to a
read-in of the problem parameters and of the input
spactra. RESTART is also useful when a user wants tc
run a job again that has just been finished, with or
without alteration. After selection the user i5 able
to perform an evaluation of the spectrum either for
energ~ gain and energ~ loss in the same run. Addi-
tlonall~, the user is requested to decide whetrer he
wants to analyze the spectrum for energ~ 1055 using
the energy gain spectrum, Ir Just evaluated, for
normalizations and multi-phonon corrections.
PHONON-LIMIT This alters the related parameters describin~ the
energ~ scale and the one-phonon limit repre5enting
the upper tai! of the acoustic part of the frequenc~
spactrum in order to calculate a new estimation of








This option allows tn~ user to change the sum spec-
trum and to repeat the data reduction.
End of the current run.
The user may designate a new data set for evalu-
ation.
The reference mass of the scattering system may be
altered. If the Debye-waller coefficient ware not
iterated, this factor would be displayed and the new
value corresponding to the new mass can be entered
trom the keyboard.
Execute the next iteration without changiny an~
pa~ameters
Here, the user has a lot of information at his dis-
posal which ma~ be called in anw order by depressing
several function kews:
Kew 16 input distribution of G(w) from TJf-data
Ke~ 17 input distribution from multi-phonon terms
Ke~ 18 j G(w) dw (TOf-sum trom iterated G(w»
~~~_~~ ~onvergence test (multi-phonon correcticn)
Ke~ 23 Debye temperature vs w (renormalized G(w)
Kew 24 - moments trom -3 to +7
To return to the calling program, the user must
depress key 1. The quantities written in brackets
are displawed whenever a combined evaluation of the
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TABLS 3 (continued)
ener~y spectra for enerJ~ gain and energy
been performed.
loss has
TesT-MODS This option allows the user to repeat the sarre
iteration loop with the other converJence test mode.
PLJT Th~ PLOT option i3 used to produce a hard cop~





This option Is used to produce a punching output of
the frequency spectrum.
The PRINT option produces a print-out of the
frequency spectrum in tables and as a printer plot
ooth for the equidistant energ~ scale and tor the
time-constant scale.
This option ma~ be usad to repeat the correcticn fer
constant bacKJround.
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With respeet to an eefielent applieatlon of the two computer
eodes an interaetive graphie main routine has been developed
which direets the loading cf the major links represented b~ th~
programs. At the beginning of the session an overall tltie
(Fig.16) Is displayed on the sereen, whieh must be removed from
the sereen by depressing ke~ 2 to start proeessing. First, a
SEL~CT frame appears on the sereen and asks the user whieh one of
the programs is suitable to be used for proeessing his data
(Fig.17).
Fig. 16: Title after job start fig. 17: SELEGT frame
When a program has completed proeessing as indieated by the user
having seleeted the END option at the end of a partieular run,
another seleet frame is displayed together with a history of the
eurrent 'job' just run as areminder (fig.18). Sinee the user had
only one job to proeess, he seleets CANCEL JOB. Ir he wants to
perform further evaluations with or without different data sets,
tha user must seleet ths RECALL operation from the seleet frame
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to continue the session. A recall frame now appears on the sereen
(Pig.19). After touching the MUDlfY option the new procedure may
be selected fron the redisplayed seleet frame. Selecting of the
program just run results in the same operation as initiated t~
the NEXTDD program option. If the user has been selected the
ACCEPT operatiJn, the same job ma~ be called again. At this
level, the last operation is equivalent to the REST ART option.
Pi g. 18: SELECT f rame,IoIhen a run
has completed processing
fig. 19: RECA~L frame for
defining another run
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The program s~stem 13 currentl~ implemented on the IBM/J10-168
canfiguration at the Karsruhe Nuclear Research ~enter (GfK). The
proJrams are written in fORTRAN IV and the IBM GSP package is
usad for all displa~ management function3. The limit on the array
siza far formatting tha displa~s is primarl1~ imposed by the
displa~ capabilities of the 2260 unit, but also b~ the wish to
minimize the care store requirement. Especiall~, a substantial
fra=tion of the core raquirement is caused b~ GSP and amounts to
ab~ut 60K bjtes. Tnerefore, the programs are oryanized into an
overla~ structure. However, the size of the complete executable
load module (largest path + buffer areas) amounts to around 300K
b~tes. The CPU time depends upon the number of extrapolaticns
(LElP calculations) or tna number of iterations and multl-phoncn
terms, respectivel~. A solution is obtained in lass than 2
minutes of CPU time at the most, whilst the total session ti~e is
t~pically no ~ore than 30 minutes. Under normal operatinJ
conJitions in a multiprogramming environment the response ti~e to
nost actions initiated b~ the user is of the order of 1 secend.
~lthough large-scale calculations, such as multi-phonon calcula-
tions, are included, the on-line participatlon ensures an effi-
cient performance of such calculations ror which tne ccm~utin~
time is not too large compared with the normal human ccnversa-
tional times because of the iaplementation of the pro~rarrs on a
high-speed computer.
The author i3 indebted to ur. rl.P. Schweiss for man~ helpful
discussions durinQ the development and first application cf the
graphie programs and also for providing the data/20,21/ used here
as an example to illustrate the program operations shown in the
figures throughJut this report.
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